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HI,
We’ve just had our Thanksgiving Day in Canada last Monday. Needless to say, I have
so much to be thankful for. Being particularly grateful for a new grandson just over
three months ago, babysitting three other grandchildren for the whole Thanksgiving
long weekend, good personal and family health, the many great students in my global
heath class at York University, and now having just arrived yesterday in Laos to
volunteer work on a food security program with Health Poverty Action. This all so
positive all the while we move forward faster than ever expected into climate crises
with slower than needed responses. Hoping fully that those grandchildren’s world will
be as good as mine might be a pipe dream, but it is one I fully embrace.
Many many activities making progress against the climate crisis and injustices all over
the world are taking place, though there is no good space to systematically find them
out and learn about them. We, at the Planetary Health Weekly, make an attempt at
that, though most often the news reported is on the negative side, educating about
what is actually happening to our planet and our health; and certainly not being
thankful for it.
In today’s PHW (#42 of 2019) you can read about the empowering potential of
journalism, a Nobel Prize for lithium battery development, Canada’s First Nations
being awarded compensation for past injustices (though almost immediately being
appealed by the Federal government), in addition to the IMF calculating a needed
carbon tax of $75 per ton of CO2, farm subsidies destroying the world, pollution
affecting wheat yields, a direct relationship between climate change and right wing

nationalism, immigration improving not increasing crime rates, the curse of cruise
ships, cyber-attacks on pharmaceutical companies, the booming problematic
business of wellness crystals, and more…I hope you’ll read on.
Best, david
David Zakus, Editor and Publisher
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The World Needs A Massive Carbon Tax
In Just 10 Years To Limit Climate
Change, IMF Says
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A global agreement to make fossil fuel burning more expensive is urgent and the
most efficient way of fighting climate change, according to a recent International
Monetary Fund (IMF) study. The group found that a global tax of $75 per ton by the
year 2030 could limit the planet’s warming to 2C (3.6F), or roughly double what it is
now. That would greatly increase the price of fossil-fuel-based energy — especially
from the burning of coal — but the economic disruption could be offset by routing
the money raised straight back to citizens. “If you compare the average level of the
carbon tax today, which is $2 [a ton], to where we need to be, it’s a quantum leap,”
said Paolo Mauro, deputy director of the fiscal affairs department at the IMF. “The
question is how to spur action, and a group like the IMF has a role to play in making
that happen,” he said. Read More at The Washington Post

$1m A Minute: The Farming Subsidies
Destroying The World
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The public is providing more than $1m per minute in global farm subsidies, much of
which is driving the climate crisis and destruction of wildlife, according to a new
report. Just 1% of the $700bn a year given to farmers is used to benefit the
environment, the analysis found. Much of the total instead promotes high-emission
cattle production, forest destruction and pollution from the overuse of fertilizer. The
security of humanity is at risk without reform to these subsidies, a big reduction in
meat eating in rich nations and other damaging uses of land, the report says. Note
the “remarkable” return of forests in Costa Rica, the report says, following the
elimination of cattle subsidies and payments for improving nature. “But there is a
long way to go,” the report concludes. “Perverse subsidies need to be rapidly
redirected or phased out.” Read More at The Guardian

Four Decades Of Evidence Finds No Link
Between Immigration And Increased
Crime
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Political discussions about immigrants often include the claim that there is a
relationship between immigration patterns and increased crime. However, results of
a University at Buffalo-led study find no links between the two. In fact, immigration
actually appears to be linked to reductions in some types of crimes. “Our research
shows strong and stable evidence that, on average, across U.S. metropolitan areas
crime and immigration are not linked,” said Robert Adelman, an associate professor
of sociology at UB and the paper’s lead author. “The results show that immigration
does not increase assaults and, in fact, robberies, burglaries, larceny and murder are
lower in places where immigration levels are higher. “It’s important to base our public
policies on facts and evidence rather than ideologies and baseless claims that
demonize particular segments of the U.S. population without any facts to back them
up,” said Adelman. Read More at PsyPost

How Climate Change Is Fueling The Rise
Of Right Wing Nationalism
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Two trends have defined the past decade and both have been on display at this year’s
session of the United Nations General Assembly last month. One has been the
escalating effects of climate change, which were the focus of the United
Nations’ Climate Action Summit. The other trend has been the surge of right-wing
nationalist politics across Western nations, which includes Donald Trump’s election in
the U.S., and the rise of nationalist political parties around the world. The effects of
climate change – and the way it makes societies feel threatened – may be one of the
elements fueling the rise of right-wing nationalism. Read More at UN Dispatch
See Also: Climate change can be ‘perfect storm’ for conflicts, warns UN human rights
chief

Pollution Causes Yield Loss In Wheat
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During a field visit to the wheat-growing region of India in
February, CSIRO agricultural scientist Dr. Tony Fischer was shocked at the level of
pollution evident from tropospheric ozone (a major component of smog), and aerosol
pollution (fine particles of solids or liquids emitted into the air from vehicle and
industrial emissions). But in engaging with agricultural scientists in the region to
discuss the impact on food production, he found that it was not a topic of
interest. Both forms of pollution change the environmental conditions for plants —
including reducing the time plants are exposed to sunlight and potentially impacting
the micronutrient and protein content of a plant. The risk of inaction on these
pollutants, he said, could not only see countries struggling to feed their population
but also face worsening health crises directly caused by pollution. “We know how to
solve it — it is solvable,” Fischer said. “It just takes determination to make it
happen.” Read More at Devex

Los Angeles: Why Tens Of Thousands Of
People Sleep Rough
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The number of homeless people in Los Angeles, CA has grown by 33% over the past
four years. Every night, nearly 60,000 Los Angeles County residents are homeless, the
Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority has found. Money is at the root of the city's
homeless crisis - jobs that pay too little and housing that costs too much. However,
both the city and county of Los Angeles are considering legal measures to drastically
limit where people can sleep to avoid arrest. Those working on behalf of homeless
people say this would remove the only protection they have. Read More at BBC

Nobel Prize In Chemistry: How Lithium
Ion Battery Inventors Changed The
World
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This year’s Nobel Prize in Chemistry is shared by Michael Stanley Whittingham, John
Bannister Goodenough and Akira Yoshino. These three world-leading scientists
deserve enormous credit for their contributions to lithium ion battery (LIB)
technology. The decision to award more than one person correctly reflects the fact
that this technology did not appear at once out of the dungeon laboratory of an
individual genius, but rather is a history of systematic problem solving. Goodenough
and Yoshino already share the 2014 Charles Stark Draper Prize, which also went to
Rachid Yazami and Yoshio Nishi. Those two deserve credit for their findings and
inventions that enabled the use of graphite electrodes and that brought LIBs to mass
market. Read More at The Conversation

A Rising Tide: ‘Over Tourism’ And The
Curse Of The Cruise Ships
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The “pearl of the Adriatic”, Dubrovnik has become one of the biggest tourist
attractions in the Mediterranean. Its charming old town, array of Unesco World
Heritage sites and sizeable port were always draws, but the new success of Game of
Thrones, much of which was shot in the Croatian city, has made it a particularly
popular stopoff point for cruise ships, whose passengers are told they can see the
highlights in a single day. A total of "500 cruise ships are expected in 2019, bringing
more than half a million people - compare this to 2003 when there were just 50 ships
and 50,000 people,” says Vesna Mačič from the local Kotor’s Institute of Marine
Biology. Read More at The Guardian

OPINION

Drop The Doom And Gloom: Climate
Journalism Is About Empowerment
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The secretary general of Amnesty International, Kumi Naidoo, shed some light on this
apparent contradiction ahead of September’s United Nations climate change
conference in New York. “I think we needed to have done then what we are trying to
do now … which is to ensure that we bring a cross-cutting understanding of climate
change and bring a more human-centric approach to addressing (it).” This means,
he said, dealing with climate change by focusing on human rights and on reducing
inequality.
“We need a framework in which maybe everybody is potentially a hero, and it’s not
the exceptional but the ordinary people who change the world” author and activist
Rebecca Solnit recently said on CBC Radio’s The Current. Read More at The
Conversation

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY

So You Want To Quit Vaping? No One
Actually Knows How
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E-cigarettes can be more addictive and even harder to quit than regular cigarettes, so
kicking the habit may take even more vigilance. And since vaping is now so prevalent,
teens can find it socially isolating to try to quit. In a survey by the Truth Initiative,
many teens reported being the only ones in their social groups who were trying to
quit. Some said they faced bullying. Others had friends who offered them e-cigarettes
all the time, making it harder to resist. “Refusal skills are not a strength of many kids,”
says the anti-smoking nonprofit Truth Initiative's Amanda Graham. “It’s just literally
everywhere when they’re exerting their best effort to break free from it.” Read More
at Wired

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS WELLNESS

First Nations Given Max Compensation
For Ottawa's Child-Welfare
Discrimination
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A Friday ruling by the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal about Canada's treatment of
Indigenous children demands a full investigation of the federal Indigenous-affairs
department, says child-welfare advocate Cindy Blackstock. The tribunal ruled the
federal government had been "wilful and reckless" in discriminating against First
Nations children living on reserves by chronically and knowingly underfunding childwelfare services. "No amount of compensation can ever recover what you have lost,
the scars that are left on your souls or the suffering that you have gone through as a
result of racism, colonial practices and discrimination," the Tribunal wrote. "In the
process they destroyed the lives of children," said MP Charlie Angus. "I'm glad they're
finally having to pay for the damage they have done.” Read More at National
Observer
See Also: Feds

fight ruling on compensation for failures in First
Nations child services at the National Observer
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Quote Of The Week
When making residential schools in Canada compulsory for
Indigenous children a hundred years ago:
“I want to get rid of the Indian problem. Our objective is to continue
until there is not a single Indian in Canada that has not been
absorbed into the body politic and there is no Indian question, and no
Indian Department, that is the whole object of this Bill.”
Duncan Campbell Scott, deputy superintendent of the Canadian
Department of Indian Affairs, in 1920.

For More See: Why don’t all high schools teach Indigenous
literature? at The Star

Upcoming Events

October 15th - 18th: Global Symposium of Citizenship, Governance and
Accountability in Health (New Delhi, India)
October 17th - 19th: Canadian Conference on Global Health (Ottawa, Canada)
November 4th -5th: International Conference on Global Healthcare (Tokyo,
Japan)
November 7th - 8th: Global Experts Meeting on Healthcare and
Nursing (Melbourne, Australia)
November 7th - 8th: Global Summit on Healthcare and Nutrition (Melbourne,
Australia)
November 13th - 14th: World Congress on Mental Health (London, UK)
November 22nd -24th: 2nd International Symposium on Community Health
Workers (Dhaka, Bangladesh)
February 19th - 20th, 2020: 2nd World Congress on Primary Healthcare and
Medicare Summit (Paris, France)
March 31 - April 2, 2020: World Public Health Nutrition Congress 2020
(Brisbane, Australia)
April 6th -7th, 2020: 17th World Congress on Paediatrics and
Neonatology (Tokyo, Japan)
April 18th -20th, 2020: CUGH Conference 2020: Global Health in a Time of
Worldwide Political Change (Washington, D.C., USA)
April 24th - 26th, 2020: PEGASUS IV Migration - Climate Change - Sustainable
Development (Waterloo, Ontario, Canada)

FYI#1 SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIA: SHORT PODCAST

Climate Change Adding To Djibouti's
Malnutrition Crisis
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During a three-day mission to Djibouti, Ursula Mueller, the UN’s Assistant SecretaryGeneral for Humanitarian Affairs and Deputy Emergency Relief Coordinator, saw for
herself the huge impact that extreme weather events, such as floods and droughts,
are having on the country. Ms. Mueller spoke with Saviano Abreu, from the UN Office
for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) about the many humanitarian
challenges facing the people of Djibouti. She began by calling on the international
community to urgently confront the crisis.

Listen to this Podcast at UN News

FYI #2

India Ranks 6th For Highest Cyber
Attacks On Pharma Firms
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Nearly 45% of machines in Indian pharmaceutical organizations were detected with
malicious hacking attempts, said cyber security firm Kaspersky. "While it is a known
fact that money-hungry cyber criminals can easily earn by attacking banks, we also
observe that these hackers as well as cyber espionage groups are slowly paying a lot
of attention towards the industry of advanced medicine," said Yury Namestnikov,
Head of Global Research and Analysis Team (GReAT) at Kaspersky. "Their attack
techniques and behaviour also prove that these attackers' apparent goal is to get
their hands on intellectual properties related to the latest medical formulas and
research results as well as the business plans of their victims," he added.

Read More at ET Healthworld

FYI #3

Can Social Rank Impact Human
Health? She Says Yes
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Jenny Tung first traveled to East Africa in 2006 to study the wild baboons of Amboseli,
Kenya. She remembers being surprised at how big they were, noting, “They are so
human to me.” Tung has returned every year since, adding to decades of detailed
field observations about the primates’ social behavior, and bringing cutting-edge
genomic tools to bear on the question: Do social relationships have a biological
impact on health? Tung’s work has brought her into contact with a new population of
social scientists, health economists and public policy wonks. And sometimes, things
get lost in translation.

Read More at OZY

FYI #4

Cleaning Supplies And Your Health
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Environmental Working Group’s (EWG) investigation of more than 2,000 cleaning
supplies on the U.S. market has found that many contain substances linked to serious
health problems. EWG’s assessment found that 438 contain at least one chemical that
the AOEC has identified as an asthmagen.Many household cleaners can cause severe
damage when ingested or splashed directly onto the skin and eyes. Though
Americans are aware of the acute toxicity of some cleaning supplies, statistics on
hospital visits and poison control calls make clear that accidents with cleaning
supplies occur daily.

See Also: Healthy Cleaning Products for Babies

Read More at Environmental Working Group (EWG)

FYI #5: AUTUMN READING

Dark Crystals: The Brutal Reality
Behind A Booming Wellness Craze
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Demand for ‘healing’ crystals is soaring – but many are mined in deadly conditions in
one of the world’s poorest countries Madagascar. And there is little evidence that this
billion-dollar industry is cleaning up its act. Beneath Madagascar's soil is a wellstocked treasure chest. Rose quartz and amethyst, tourmaline and citrine, labradorite
and carnelian: it has them all. Gems and precious metals were the country’s fastestgrowing export in 2017 – up 170% from 2016, to $109m. This island country of 25
million people now stands alongside far larger nations, such as India, Brazil and
China, as a key producer of crystals for the world. And in a country where
infrastructure, capital and labour regulation are all in short supply, it is human bodies
rather than machinery that pull crystals from the earth.

Read More at The Guardian

FYI#6: SPOTLIGHT ON EDUCATION

On World Teacher’s Day, UNESCO
Highlights An ‘Underpaid,
Undervalued’ Profession
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On World Teachers’ Day (Oct. 5), UNESCO addressed some critical challenges plaguing
the profession, including the shortage of teachers, many of whom are underpaid, and
high attrition rates. It said it aimed to make the profession among the first choice for
talented young individuals in its agenda this year. As per the UNESCO Institute for
Statistics (UIS), the world needs almost 69 million new teachers to meet the Education
2030 Agenda. Global inequalities, though, are likely to increase, as 70% of subSaharan countries face acute shortages of teachers, rising to 90% at the secondary
level.

Read more at The Indian Express
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